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Abstract
Objective This study aims to assess the impact of different image reconstruction methods on PET/CT quantitative volumetric and
textural parameters and the inter-reconstruction variability of these measurements.
Methods A total of 25 oncology patients with 65 lesions (between 2017 and 2018) and a phantom with signal-to-background
ratios (SBR) of 2 and 4 were included. All images were retrospectively reconstructed using OSEM, PSF only, TOF only, and
TOFPSF with 3-, 5-, and 6.4-mm Gaussian filters. The metabolic tumor volume (MTV) and total lesion glycolysis (TLG) were
measured. The relative percent error (ΔMTV and ΔTLG) with respect to true values, volume recovery coefficients, and Dice
similarity coefficient, as well as inter-reconstruction variabilities were quantified and assessed. In clinical scans, textural features
(coefficient of variation, skewness, and kurtosis) were determined.
Results Among reconstruction methods, mean ΔMTV differed by -163.5 ± 14.1% to 6.3 ± 6.2% at SBR2 and -42.7 ± 36.7% to
8.6 ± 3.1 at SBR4. Dice similarity coefficient significantly increased by increasing SBR from 2 to 4, ranging from 25.7 to 83.4%
between reconstruction methods. Mean ΔTLG was -12.0 ± 1.7 for diameters > 17 mm and -17.8 ± 7.8 for diameters ≤ 17 mm at
SBR4. It was -31.7 ± 4.3 for diameters > 17 mm and -14.2 ± 5.8 for diameters ≤ 17 mm at SBR2. Textural features were prone to
variations by reconstruction methods (p < 0.05).
Conclusions Inter-reconstruction variability was significantly affected by the target size, SBR, and cut-off threshold value. In
small tumors, inter-reconstruction variability was noteworthy, and quantitative parameters were strongly affected. TOFPSF
reconstruction with small filter size produced greater improvements in performance and accuracy in quantitative PET/CT
imaging.
Key Points
• Quantitative volumetric PET evaluation is critical for the analysis of tumors.
• However, volumetric and textural evaluation is prone to important variations according to different image reconstruction
settings.
• TOFPSF reconstruction with small filter size improves quantitative analysis.
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Abbreviations
COV
Coefficient of variation
CT
Computed tomography
FDG
Fluoro-deoxy-glucose
FWHM
Full width at half maximum
GE
General electric
HD
3D-OSEM algorithm referred to as HD
KBq
Kilo-becquerel
MBq
Mega-becquerel
MTV
Metabolic tumor volume
NEMA
National electrical manufacturers association
OSEM
Ordered subset expectation maximization
PET
Positron emission tomography
PSF
Point spread function
SBR
Signal-to-background ratios
SD
Standard deviation
SDir
Standard deviation of inter-reconstruction variation for each VOI
Standard deviation of voxel intensity distribution
SDvi
for each VOI
SUV
Standard uptake value
SUVmax Maximum standard uptake value
SUVmean Mean standard uptake value
TLG
Total lesion glycolysis
TOF
Time of flight
TOFPSF Time of flight and point spread function
VOI
Volume of interest
VRC
Volume recovery coefficients

Introduction
FDG-PET imaging holds a significant role and value for improved staging, image guidance to response assessment, and
post-therapy follow-up in a range of cancers [1]. In addition,
PET imaging, an increasingly integral part of radiation oncology, can be used with different orders of complexity in radiotherapy treatment planning [2].
Over the last few years, significant developments have
been made to integrate novel quantitative imaging for treatment planning or post-treatment response evaluation.
Quantitative analyses of PET images provide valuable information on the distribution of cancerous cells within a cancerous mass. PET/CT can be used to extract and sculpt 3D maps
of tumor cells according to radiobiological relevant parameters that can be used to the concept of molecular imagingbased dose-painting [2, 3]. PET/CT-based dose-painting in
which radiation is guided by the PET uptake is a paradigm
of significant potential in radiation therapy prescription. In
addition, there is significant interest in extraction and

characterization of PET-/CT-based volumetric and textural parameters, particularly metabolic tumor volume (MTV) and
total lesion glycolysis (TLG), for assessment and prediction
of treatment response as well as overall prognostication
[4–17]. MTV calculation is based on the definition of tumor
boundaries and does not indicate differences in the neoplastic
cell densities within the tumor. TLG defined as MTV multiplied by the average SUV uptake (SUVmean) within the MTV,
which is an index of the neoplastic cell density; it thus includes both volumetric and activity information within the
tumors.
One of the main contributors to the overall uncertainty in
PET-based quantification is related to technical aspects of imaging (such as PET scan acquisition and image reconstruction
methods and parameters) that impact the apparent size, shape,
and uptake of tumors; there is neither consensus nor guidelines in volumetric assessment of tumors [18]. In recent years,
with the introduction and development of new techniques
such as time-of-flight (TOF) PET [19] and point spread function (PSF) modeling [20, 21] within the iterative reconstruction process, PET has experienced important changes [22, 23].
The impact of some image reconstruction methods on the
standardized uptake value (SUV) has been evaluated in some
studies [24–26].
Characterization of volumetric and textural features (spatial
distributions of image intensity levels) in PET is an important
consideration for PET-/CT-based dose-painting and response
to therapy in radiation oncology. Changes in FDG uptake or
tumor size and phenotypic heterogeneity are used as a measure that is very prone to variations by technical factors such
as image reconstruction methods. We aimed to extend prior
studies by evaluating the impact of different PET image reconstruction algorithms on quantitation of volumetric measures. In the current study, variability of conventional indices
(MTVand TLG) measures to image reconstruction algorithms
was investigated using 18F-FDG-PET/CT images of an image
quality phantom. Additionally, tumor textural parameters such
as coefficient of variation (COV), skewness, and kurtosis were
quantified and assessed to determine the inter-reconstruction
variability of these measurements in different image reconstruction methods.

Materials and methods
Data acquisition and image reconstruction
All PET acquisitions were performed on a Discovery-690
PET/CT scanner. This system, in default configuration, uses
a fully 3D ordered subset expectation maximization (3D-
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OSEM) algorithm (referred to as HD) [27]. Our data were
retrospectively reconstructed with four different reconstruction algorithms: (i) HD = with no PSF or TOF, (ii) addition
of PSF only, (iii) addition of TOF only, and (iv) TOFPSF =
HD+TOF+PSF with post-smoothing Gaussian filters 3, 5, and
6.4 mm in full width at half maximum (FWHM). So, 12 different reconstruction methods were used as follows: HD3,
HD5, HD6.4, PSF3, PSF5, PSF6.4, TOF3, TOF5, TOF6.4,
TOFPSF3, TOFPSF5, and TOFPSF6.4. The coincidence time
window was 4.1 ns, and the TOF time resolution was 555 ps.
The image matrix was 256 × 256 × 47 pixels with 2.73 ×
2.73 × 3.27 mm3 pixel size.

Phantom studies
Imaging protocol The National Electrical Manufacturers
Association (NEMA) image quality phantom was used for
all measurements. This phantom consists of six fillable inserts
to simulate hot lesions with diameters of 10, 13, 17, 22, 28 and
37 mm suspended by rods that embedded in a body-shaped
cavity. The background activity level of 5.3 kBq/ml was applied. Two different signal-to-background ratios of 2 (SBR2)

Fig. 1 Percent error ΔMTV (%),
mean ΔMTV, and SDir at SBR2;
the smallest volume with 10-mm
diameter (a), the medium volume
with 17-mm diameter (b), the
largest volume with 37-mm
diameter (c). Positive ΔMTV
indicates larger volumes for
reconstructed images than for true
volume. The ratio to SUVmax was
applied at 10% intervals as the
cut-off threshold for contouring
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and 4 (SBR4) were chosen. The PET data were acquired in 3D
list mode for 10 min per a bed position.
Data analysis SUVmax was defined as the cut-off threshold for
contouring. MTV was defined for the voxels within the volume of interest (VOI) with SUV ≥ X% × SUVmax where X
corresponds to the cut-off threshold value.
Volumetric accuracy was calculated using the percent error
ΔMTV, i.e., the relative differences in MTV with respect to
the true volume:
MTVrecon:i −True Volume j
ΔMTV ¼
 100
ð1Þ
True Volume j
where MTVrecon.i was the MTV corresponding to the ith reconstruction method and true volumej is the actual size of jth
inserts volume.
We assessed inter-reconstruction variability for each specific tumor size. First, six cut-off threshold values (X) were
applied ranging from 40 to 90% at 10% increments and the
percent error ΔMTV was determined for each reconstruction
method in all target volumes. Next, the impact of different
reconstruction methods on volumetric measures at 50% cutoff thresholding (SUVmax_50%) was calculated.
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Fig. 2 Percent error ΔMTV (%),
mean ΔMTV, and SDir at SBR4;
the smallest volume with 10-mm
diameter (a), the medium volume
with 17-mm diameter (b), the
largest volume with 37-mm
diameter (c). Positive ΔMTV
indicates larger volumes for
reconstructed images than for true
volume. The ratio to SUVmax was
applied at 10% intervals as the
cut-off threshold for contouring

Volumetric accuracy using the volume recovery coefficients (VRC) in measurements was also calculated. The
VRC was defined as:

respect to its true value, as the percent error ΔTLG, were
calculated. ΔTLG was defined as follows:
ΔTLG ¼

VRC ¼

MTVrecon:i
True Volume j

ð2Þ

In addition, the Dice similarity coefficient [28] was used
to determine the overlap between MTV from reconstructions and real target volumes, defined as follows:
Dice similarity coefficient

2 MTVrecon:i ∩True Volume j
 100
¼
MTVrecon:i þ True Volume j

ð3Þ

Finally, to investigate the impact of reconstruction methods
on a volumetric incorporating neoplastic cells density within
the tumor, the quantitative value of TLG (TLG = MTV ×
SUVmean) was obtained. The relative differences in TLG with

TLGrecon:i −True TLG j
 100
True TLG j

ð4Þ

where TLGrecon.i was the TLG corresponding to the ith reconstruction method and true TLGj is the ideal value of TLG.
The mean ΔMTV, VRC, Dice similarity coefficient, and
ΔTLG on reconstruction methods and the associated standard
deviation of inter-reconstruction variation (SDir) for each VOI
were calculated at the two SBRs (SBR2 and SBR4). SDir was
chosen as a criterion to assess variability of volume estimates
to reconstruction methods.

Patient data
The data for 25 patients (14 males and 11 females, between
2017 and 2018) with different types of solid tumors were
retrospectively evaluated. The study was performed under a
waiver of informed consent and approved by the Institutional
Review Board and the authors used anonymous patient’s
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Fig. 3 Volume recovery
coefficients (VRC), mean VRC,
and SDir as function of insert
diameter for different
reconstruction methods using the
Gaussian filters with FWHM of
3 mm (the smallest) and 6.4 mm
(the largest) at SBR2 (a) and
SBR4 (b). The 50% fraction (ratio
to SUVmax) was applied as the
cut-off threshold for MTV
delineation

images. A total of 65 lesions including 26 primary tumors and
39 metastatic lesions were assessed. The mean age of patients
was 43.0 ± 14.1 years. Malignancies included lymphoma,
lung, colon, and unknown primary cancer. Patients were
injected with 331.4 ± 71.0 MBq of 18F-FDG. Patients fasted
for at least 4 h before injection and scanned 60.8 ± 1.5 min
post injection.
In addition, three different textural parameters including
coefficient of variation (COV), skewness, and kurtosis were
quantified and evaluated. The COV was measured as the ratio
of the standard deviation of voxel intensity distribution (SDvi)
for each VOI and the mean of the activity concentration in the
tumor volume (i.e., SDvi/ mean activity). Skewness and kurtosis were defined as measures of the asymmetry and peakedness of the activity distribution in the tumor volume, respectively. Reconstruction method PSF6.4 with three iterations
and 18 subsets was applied in our routine clinical wholebody PET/CT imaging. For all abovementioned metrics in

patients, we evaluated the impact of other reconstruction
methods in comparison with PSF6.4.
Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS, version 22.0
(IBM Corp., Armonk, New York, USA). Differences among
the reconstruction methods under investigation were assessed
using paired t test for the normal distribution and Wilcoxon’s
signed-rank test for those without normal distribution between
the reconstruction methods with p < 0.05 as significance level.

Results
Comparison for different cut-off thresholds
Figures 1 and 2 depict the percent error ΔMTV (%), mean
ΔMTV, and SDir for SBR2 and SBR4, respectively. The figures illustrate the inter-reconstruction variability of these measurements for 12 reconstruction methods and six different cut-
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Table 1 Dice similarity
coefficient between MTVand real
target volume for different
reconstruction methods at SBR2
and SBR4
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Diameter

SBR2

SBR4

37 mm

17 mm

10 mm

37 mm

17 mm

10 mm

HD3

0.92

1.00

0.58

0.93

0.94

0.98

HD5

0.99

0.90

0.54

0.97

0.98

0.82

HD6.4

0.98

0.82

0.54

0.98

0.96

0.70

PSF3
PSF5

0.94
0.96

0.97
0.87

0.54
0.54

0.94
0.95

0.91
0.98

0.94
0.76

PSF6.4
TOF3

0.98
0.91

0.81
0.95

0.54
0.62

0.96
0.95

0.98
0.96

0.68
0.95

TOF5

0.99

0.92

0.54

0.97

1.00

0.86

TOF6.4
TOFPSF3

0.99
0.93

0.86
0.99

0.54
0.54

0.98
0.93

0.96
0.88

0.73
1.00

TOFPSF5
TOFPSF6.4

0.96
0.98

0.92
0.86

0.54
0.54

0.95
0.96

0.95
0.98

0.83
0.73

mean Dice similarity coefficient

0.96
0.03

0.91
0.06

0.55
0.02

0.96
0.02

0.96
0.03

0.83
0.12

SDir

The smallest (10-mm diameter), the medium (17-mm diameter), and the largest (37-mm diameter) volumes are
presented. Mean Dice similarity coefficient and SDir among reconstruction methods are presented

off thresholds. For each reconstruction method, there was a
turning-point that the value of ΔMTV changes from a positive
to negative value by increasing cut-off threshold. The minimum
ΔMTV and the maximum inter-reconstruction variabilities occurred in these turning points. Depending on the size of the
target volume and the reconstruction methods, the turning
points was obtained between the thresholds 50 to 80% at
SBR2, and 40 to 60% at SBR4. The minimal ΔMTV resulted
in the higher cut-off threshold by decreasing SBR and target
volume size. Positive ΔMTV (according to Eq. 1) indicates
larger volumes for reconstructed images than for true volume.

Comparison within 50% cut-off thresholding
By focusing on 50% cut-off thresholding in Figs. 1 and 2, a
more detailed analysis was conducted to compare the reconstruction methods. The absolute value of ΔMTV from the
lowest to the highest value was generally seen in TOFPSF,
TOF, PSF, and HD reconstruction at both SBRs regardless of
the filter size. For instance, ΔMTV in a range of target
volumes in TOFPSF6.4, TOF6.4, PSF6.4, and HD6.4
were -40.4%, -43.7%, -46.7%, and -48.9% in SBR2;
these were -8.1%, -15.3%, -15.9%, and -19.4% in SBR4.
Figure 3 illustrates the VRC, mean VRC, and SDir as a
function of insert diameter for different reconstruction methods
using the smallest and largest Gaussian filters at two SBRs. As
can be seen in Fig. 3a, there is no significant difference between
filter sizes in the smaller target volume at SBR2. The difference
between filter sizes increases with increasing SBR (Fig. 3b).
Table 1 quantifies the overlap between MTVs and real target
volumes as the Dice similarity coefficient. Mean Dice similarity

coefficient and SDir among reconstruction methods are also
presented. Minimum Dice value (0.83) and maximum SDir
(0.12) was seen in the smallest insert at SBR4 that TOFPSF3
produced the best Dice value. The choice of a smaller filter in
the small volumes is very important to achieve the higher Dice
value. For each target volumes, mean Dice similarity coefficient
increased by increasing SBR (ranging from 25.7 to 83.4%).
TLG for each specific insert size and all reconstruction
methods were calculated from each MTV and its corresponding SUV mean . Figure 4 compares percent error
ΔTLG (%), mean ΔTLG, and SDir in different PET reconstruction methods and SBRs. The most TLG differences in
small inserts were seen using the small filter size because it
estimates a more realistic SUVmean value.
The results on PSF6.4 and seven other reconstruction
methods in clinical PET are compared in Fig. 5. ΔMTV,
Dice similarity coefficient and ΔTLG are presented. The
mean value and SD among tumor volumes for each reconstruction method are shown above the boxes. Interreconstruction differences between PSF6.4 and seven others
were statistically significant. As illustrated in Fig. 5a, the
MTVs for four algorithms were smaller at 3-mm filter size.
PSF3 with -36.5 ± 12 mean ΔMTV had maximum MTV
difference with PSF6.4. Dice similarity coefficient analysis
also denoted a similar behavior for reconstruction methods.
We subsequently investigated the inter-reconstruction variations in the tumor TLG estimation. The maximum TLG difference with PSF6.4 was observed in PSF3 with -14.5 ± 10.9
mean ΔTLG. Statistically significant inter-reconstruction differences were seen between PSF6.4 and seven others (p values
< 0.0001 or p values < 0.01 as shown in the figures).
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Fig. 4 Percent error ΔTLG (%),
mean ΔTLG, and SDir in each
specific tumor size and different
reconstruction methods at SBR2
(a) and SBR4 (b). Positive ΔTLG
indicates larger TLGs for
reconstructed images than for
ideal TLG. The 50% fraction
(ratio to SUVmax) was applied as
the cut-off threshold for MTV
delineation

Box-plots of textural features for COV, skewness, and
kurtosis are illustrated in Fig. 6. The mean value of each
feature for each reconstruction method and the associated
SD among patients are also shown. The p values for PSF6.4
method versus HD3, HD6.4, PSF3, TOF3, TOF6.4,
TOFPSF3, and TOFPSF6.4 are summarized in Table 2.
The volume of all lesions was smaller than the phantom
insert with 17-mm diameter.

Discussion
We studied the impact of different PET image reconstruction methods on quantitative FDG-PET volumetric and textural parameters. Our results showed significant interreconstruction variability of these measurements. In smaller
volumes, the appropriate cut-off threshold shifts to higher
thresholds by decreasing the SBR. As such, the reconstruction method for these conditions must be chosen cautiously,
and size-dependent thresholding is rational for accurate tumor volume delineation. Inter-reconstruction variability
was significantly affected by the target volume size, SBRs,
and the cut-off threshold value. Our results showed that for
smaller target volumes, increasing inter-reconstruction variability was obtained.

Specifically, the effect of filter size was noteworthy.
There was up to 74% variation in ΔMTV by changing from
the smallest to the largest filter size. The smaller filter produced the best volumetric accuracy by decreasing both the
target volume and SBR. ΔTLG analysis showed interreconstruction variability, SDir, to be significantly increased
by increasing SBR and decreasing target volume. On the
basis of our phantom and clinical findings, switching from
no PSF to PSF modeling depicts greater dependence on
tumor size. Also, consistent with prior literature [29, 30],
we found that in the presence of PSF and TOF modeling,
greater improvements in performance and volumetric accuracy were obtained.
Our work has a broad context. Quantitative cancer imaging using 18F-FDG-PET is a promising tool in painting
complex dose distributions [31, 32] and for prediction of
response to treatment of patients [1]. However, accurate
quantification is highly dependent on technical aspects of
imaging which impact the apparent size and distribution of
uptake in tumors. As such, deviations of volumetric parameters due to image reconstruction and segmentation
methods need to be carefully assessed, which was the objective of the present work.
For all four reconstruction algorithms, the absolute value ΔMTV increased by decreasing the target volume diameter, as would be expected due to the partial volume

Eur Radiol (2019) 29:2146–2156

Fig. 5 Box-plots of ΔMTV (a), Dice similarity coefficient (b), and
ΔTLG (c) for tumor volumes, comparing the PSF6.4 method with
seven different reconstruction methods (***p values < 0.0001,
*p values < 0.01). The mean value of each parameter for each
reconstruction method and the associated SD among patient are
presented
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Fig. 6 Box and whisker (5–95 percentiles) plots of textural
features are illustrated for COV (a), skewness (b) and kurtosis
(c). The mean value of each feature for each reconstruction
method and the associated SD among patients are presented
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effect [33–35]. In such a condition, lesion delineation
based on PET images results it an overestimation due to
the limited spatial resolution. Hoetjes et al [36] showed
that PSF reconstruction, as a partial volume correction
method, could increase SUV by 5% up to 80% depending
on tumor size. As illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2, the combination of PSF with HD and/or TOF tended to produce
higher values of ΔMTV compared to non-PSF algorithms
in a range of target volumes regardless of the filter size.
This behavior occurs in both SBRs and is more pronounced in smaller target volumes. What is additionally
interesting is that the interaction of PSF and TOF with
lower smoothing in the quantification of smaller target
volume, and one that needs more assessment and characterization. Indeed, TOFPSF in relation to the use of TOF
only can also alter tumor detection [37, 38].
For higher SBR, the largest inter-reconstruction variability
resulted in the smallest target volume in 40–50% thresholds.
For lower SBR, MTV substantially overestimated in the
smallest target volume so that the thresholds < 60% was not
reliable for MTV delineation. However, inter-reconstruction variability was considerable for the higher thresholds (60–70%).
Large differences in VRC between reconstruction methods
were seen in lesions with diameters ≤ 17 mm; VRC increased
up to 2.7 and 2 at lower and higher SBRs in the smallest
volume, respectively. This is attributed to the partial volume
effect [33–35] which significantly impacts (lowers) SUVmax
for lower volumes, thus overestimating MTVs as estimated
using thresholding. Reconstruction methods with 3-mm filter
size yielded the highest volume accuracy in the small volumes
at higher SBR. The accuracy of larger volumes was not affected by SBRs for all reconstruction methods. For diameters >
17 mm, the VRC demonstrated differences of only 0.0 to 0.3
between SBRs. Differences in VRC ranging from 0.7 to 1.7
between SBRs was seen in the smallest target volume. The
largest differences in VRC between SBRs were in TOFPSF3,
PSF3, HD3, and TOF3 reconstruction methods (1.7, 1.5, 1.5,
and 1.3, respectively).
Volumetric parameters (TLG and MTV) have proven to
provide useful prognostic metrics both for staging and response assessment [6, 10–12, 17]. Our results, in concordance with a previous study [24] on patients with 85 lesions
(all ≥ 2 cm), showed combination of PSF and/or TOF with
HD-PET reconstruction had a variable effect on TLG

values. This becomes especially more important for small
volumes at higher SBR whenever different smoothing filters were used. As illustrated in Fig. 4, although TLG is not
significantly affected by reconstruction methods in large
target volume, it was in small target volume that the effect
on TLG was considerable. Inter-reconstruction comparison
for small volume at lower SBR was not reliable because
MTV segmentation as mentioned was not applicable.
TLG slightly increased by increasing the size of the postsmoothing filter; this increase was more in non-PSF reconstruction methods than PSF methods.
Heterogeneity is a key feature of tumor mapping associated with dose-painting radiotherapy. Increased heterogeneity and poor prognosis are expected in higher COV, positive skewness, and higher kurtosis within a tumor [39].
Textural features were prone to variations by reconstruction
methods. All TOF includes reconstruction methods that
were statistically significantly different when comparing
the different reconstruction methods for COV (see Table 2
with Fig. 6). The parameter skewness and kurtosis showed
statistically significant differences between the PSF6.4
method and some reconstruction methods (summarized in
Table 2). Bundschuh et al [40] reported that the COV had a
higher area under the curve in receiver operating characteristic analysis than skewness and kurtosis.
The current work has some limitations, and our investigations into this area are still ongoing. We concentrated on few
texture parameters (COV, skewness, and kurtosis). Further
research is needed to assess the complex shape and texture
or heterogeneity within a tumor. Although different target
sizes, SBRs, and post-smoothing filters were used, the study
only investigated fixed-threshold-based delineation.
The present work highlights the reconstruction method
dependence of PET volumetric and textural parameters.
Overall, we found that quantitative accuracy of small target
volumes is more susceptible to change with image reconstruction methods. It is worth noticing that three of the six
inserts with a small diameter (≤ 17 mm) have a large relative
change (> 20%) in MTV and TLG with reconstruction
methods. By contrast, only the change in filter size in large
target volumes generates some difference in MTV and TLG
estimates. Overall, it is our finding that image reconstruction
techniques should be carefully considered and fully standardized for appropriate and consistent quantification efforts.

Table 2 Table of p values for the
comparisons

Reconstruction method

HD3

HD6.4

PSF3

TOF3

TOF6.4

TOFPSF3

TOFPSF6.4

COV
Skewness
Kurtosis

0.18
0.39
0.05*

0.15
0.08
0.04*

0.75
0.03*
0.01*

0.04*
0.70
0.46

0.04*
0.00*
0.01*

0.03*
0.34
0.39

0.02*
0.01*
0.13

The PSF6.4 method versus other reconstruction methods is summarized
*Statistically significant p value
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Conclusion
Quantification of volumetric PET parameters (MTVand TLG)
is highly dependent on reconstruction methods. Interreconstruction variability was significantly affected by the target volume size, SBRs, and the cut-off threshold value. In
small tumor volumes, inter-reconstruction variability was significant, and quantitative parameters were strongly affected.
This was minimized in large tumor volume. TOFPSF reconstruction with small filter size produces greater improvement
in performance and accuracy of quantitative analysis.
Statistically significant differences were found among interreconstruction methods for first-order texture measures.
Overall, the impact of image reconstruction techniques should
be carefully considered and fully standardized for accurate
and robust tumor quantification, texture analysis, and personalized therapy.
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